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With the aim of exploring oxidation and selenization of the photovoltaic material Cu2ZnSnS4, we

used first principles methods to study the structure and stability of Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x and

Cu2ZnSnSxSe4�x alloys for 0� x� 4. Pure Cu2ZnSnO4 was found to have the lowest heat of

formation, followed by Cu2ZnSnS4, and finally Cu2ZnSnSe4. This suggests that oxidization is very

likely to occur, whereas selenization can only be accomplished under high temperature. For the

alloys, the energetically favorable chalcogen configurations are very different for oxygen and

selenium. While the energies of the selenium alloys are insensitive to the distribution of S and Se

configurations, the lowest energy oxygen alloys have alternating S and O sites in the a–b planes. In

considering the heats of formation of the Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x alloys, we find that they are unstable

with respect to decomposition into binary oxides and sulfides except for small concentrations of O.

Our results also show that it is energetically more favorable to sulfurize Cu2ZnSnSe4 than to

selenize Cu2ZnSnS4. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4876447]

I. INTRODUCTION

Key to the success of solar energy production is the

development of thin film photovoltaic devices with high effi-

ciency and low cost. As an absorber layer in thin film solar

cells, multicomponent copper chalcogenide based com-

pounds, namely, Cu2ZnSnS4(CZTS) and Cu2ZnSnSe4

(CZTSe) have drawn much attention because of their abun-

dant and non-toxic elements, as well as their direct band gap,

which matches well with the solar spectrum.1–4 So far, the

best pure sulphide CZTS device has reported an efficiency of

8.4%,5 whereas the best pure selenide CZTSe device has

reported a higher efficiency of 9.7%.6 However, such per-

formance is far below the theoretical limit (32.4% and

31.0% for CZTS and CZTSe, respectively) for the

single-junction devices.7 Recently, a considerable enhance-

ment in power conversion efficiency was achieved by the

selenization of CZTS films, increasing the efficiency to

12.6%.8 This encouraging outcome has inspired a new

approach to producing higher efficiency solar cells in the

study of the alloy system Cu2ZnSnSxSe4�x (CZTSSe).9–11

Because of their technological promise, CZTS, CZTSe,

and CZTSSe have received substantial experimental and

computational attention. One important related research area

which has received less attention is that of the role of oxygen

in these materials. Under most circumstances, the CZTS fam-

ily of materials and devices is protected from oxygen during

synthesis and in device operational conditions. However,

there have been a few recent experimental and computational

reports12–14 on the synthesis and use of Cu2ZnSnO4 (CZTO)

and its alloys Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x (CZTSO). For example,

Washio et al. reported the fabrication of CZTS-based thin

film solar cells using CZTSO precursors, resulting in devices

with 6% efficiency.13 The range of effects of oxygen on

CZTS technology (both the beneficial and the detrimental)

remains an open question.

Computer simulations have played an important part in

the development of the CZTS family of materials and related

devices.15–29 Both O and Se are chalcogens, which can sub-

stitute for S without changing the valence of the other ele-

ments. In the present work, we extend the computational

effort to study the effects of oxygen on CZTS, including the

study of optimal structures of pure CZTO and of the CZTSO

alloys and their energies, using a parallel study of pure

CZTS and of the CZTSSe alloys as a guiding reference.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II

briefly outlines the computational methods used in the pres-

ent work. Section III presents the detailed results including

the structural properties of the pure materials (Sec. III A),

their heats of formation (Sec. III B), and the structural and

energetic properties of the CZTSO and CZTSSe alloys

(Sec. III C). The summary and conclusions are presented in

Sec. IV. Some details of the results are presented in the

Appendix.

II. CALCULATIONAL METHODS

The calculations reported in this paper are based on den-

sity functional theory (DFT),30,31 using the local density

approximation (LDA)32 for the exchange-correlation func-

tional. The calculations were carried out using the projector

augmented wave (PAW)33 formalism as implemented in the

Quantum Espresso34 and abinit35 packages. The PAW basis

and projector functions were generated by the atompaw
code.36 The plane wave expansion of the wavefunctions (in

terms of the wave vector k and reciprocal lattice vector G)

was found to be well-converged within the cut-off criteriona)Electronic mail: natalie@wfu.edu
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of jkþGj � 8 bohr�1. The k-point sampling volume was

less than 0.01 bohr�3. Internal tests estimate the numerical

errors for energy to be within 0.002 eV/unit cell and the nu-

merical error for lattice constants to be within 0.03 Å. The

analysis of the results benefited from several visualization

packages including XCRYSDEN (Ref. 37) and VESTA.38

For the simulations of the S-O and S-Se alloy materials,

supercell techniques were used as discussed in Sec. III C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural properties of pure CZTS, CZTSe, and
CZTO

The structural properties of Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2ZnSnSe4

have been well studied with both experiments and simula-

tions. The two most common crystalline forms44 are kesterite

(KS) (I�4, space group No. 82) and stannite (ST) (I�42m, space

group No. 121).45 There has been some controversy over

details of the structures since the two forms are very similar

(the I�4 space group is a subgroup of I�42m), differing primar-

ily in arrangement of Zn and Cu sites. Depending on sample

preparation methods, there can be disorder on the Cu and Zn

sites as observed by recent nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) analysis.46 In fact, it has been recognized that X-ray

diffraction analysis2,47 alone is not accurate enough to distin-

guish between the KS and ST structures because Zn and Cu

have very similar X-ray form factors. While for device devel-

opment, a wide variety of synthesis techniques and morpholo-

gies have been studied including nano-scaled powders and

thin films, for purposes of comparing with first principles

simulations of the ideal structures, single crystal samples are

of the greatest interest. Nearly, defect-free single crystals of

KS-Cu2ZnSnS4 materials have been grown.39,42 Single crys-

tal samples of KS-Cu2ZnSnSe4 have been reported,48

although single crystal samples of ST-Cu2ZnSnSe4 have also

been reported.41 While there are a few experimental and com-

putational reports12–14 on Cu2ZnSnO4, a detailed analysis of

the stability and structures of Cu2ZnSnO4 has not previously

been reported.

There have also been a large number of numerical simu-

lations concerning the CZTS family.15–29 In general, the

results obtained using the LDA exchange-correlation func-

tional32 tend to uniformly underestimate the experimental

lattice constants by 2%, while those obtained using the GGA

exchange-correlation functional49,50 normally overestimate

the experimental lattice constants by 1%. Calculations using

the hybrid HSE functional51 obtain structural parameters

very close to those of the GGA results.15,16,23

In the present study, calculations were performed using

the LDA exchange-correlation functional and assuming the

ideal kesterite and stannite forms of CZTS, CZTSe, and

CZTO. The results of the calculated lattice parameters and

non-equivalent fractional coordinates of the S/Se/O sites are

listed in Table I together with representative experimental

measurements and previous LDA calculations. Generally,

the present results are in excellent agreement with previous

calculations within the expected accuracy of the calculations.

While the calculated lattice constants are 2% smaller than

the experimental values, the relative lattice sizes and the

internal structural parameters agree with the experimental

results within 1%, providing confidence that the method is

reliable for modeling the structural and energetic properties

of these materials in their electronic ground states. Of course,

additional effort is needed to model the optical properties

and to estimate band gaps.15,23,52

The similarity of the lattice parameters and the positions

of the S sites in the kesterite and stannite structures of CZTS

have been well-reported in the literature;44 as shown in

Table I, the kesterite/stannite similarity is also found in

CZTSe and CZTO.

B. Heat of formation of CZTS, CZTSe, CZTO, and
related materials

An important result from computer optimization of vari-

ous crystals is the assessment of relative stabilities for the

idealized structures, which is most easily quantified in terms

of the heats of formation DH. The heat of formation for each

compound material is defined as its enthalpy relative to the

energy of its elemental constituents in their standard forms

as defined in the CRC Handbook53 or the NIST JANAF

Thermodynamic Tables.54 A reasonable approximation to

DH can be determined from the zero temperature total self-

consistent energy results from the Kohn-Sham calculations.

TABLE I. Crystalline parameters for pure CZTS/Se/O in their kesterite and

stannite structures. Results of the lattice constants a and c as well as the frac-

tional coordinates for S/Se/O sites are listed, comparing results of the pres-

ent work with previous work and experimental measurements.

Cu2ZnSnS4 Cu2ZnSnSe4 Cu2ZnSnO4

Kesterite Stannite Kesterite Stannite Kesterite Stannite

a (Å) 5.330a 5.326a 5.607a 5.606a 4.622a 4.599a

5.421b 5.325c 5.610d 5.688e, 5.684f

5.417g,h 5.624i 5.622i

c (Å) 10.656a 10.667a 11.205a 11.205a 9.155a 9.232a

10.812b 10.629c 11.280d 11.338e, 11.353f

10.790g,h 11.264i 11.267i

Fractional (x, y, z) coordinates of S/Se/O sites

X 0.759a 0.759a 0.760a 0.760a 0.762a 0.753a

0.756j 0.760c 0.761c 0.759e

0.755g 0.757k 0.757k

Y 0.763a 0.759a 0.769a 0.760a 0.754a 0.753a

0.757j 0.760c 0.771c 0.759e

0.755g 0.767k 0.757k

Z 0.870a 0.866a 0.869a 0.865a 0.873a 0.880a

0.872j 0.865c 0.869c 0.871e

0.872g 0.871k 0.865k

aPresent work.
bExperiment (nano crystals) from Ref. 2.
cCalculation from Ref. 19.
dExperiment (nano crystals) from Ref. 10.
eExperiment (single crystals) from Ref. 41.
fExperiment (poly crystalline) from Ref. 43.
gExperiment (single crystals) from Ref. 39.
hExperiment (single crystals) from Ref. 42.
iCalculation from Ref. 25.
jExperiment (single crystals) from Ref. 40.
kCalculation from Ref. 20.
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In this study, the reference states for the elements are solid

Cu in the face-centered cubic (fcc) structure, solid Zn in the

hexagonal closest-packed (hcp) structure, solid (white) Sn in

diamond structure, solid S in the a-S structure (Fddd with

space group No. 70), and solid Se in the trigonal form with

the space group P3121 (No. 152). These elemental reference

states were simulated directly. The standard enthalpy for O

is its gaseous molecular form. Since the computational meth-

ods perform less well on molecular systems, we used a

semi-empirical approach following the method of Wang

et al.56 In this case, the reference energy for O was deter-

mined by performing a least-squares fit to the enthalpy

results of several oxygen-containing compounds of Cu, Zn,

S, Zn, and Se listed in the CRC Handbook53 and the NIST

JANAF Thermodynamic Tables.54 This approach has been

successfully used to study the energetics of other families of

materials.57

The heats of formation for the CZTS family of materials

are presented in Tables II and III, comparing the results of

the present work with results reported in the literature. These

results for the heats of formation serve several purposes. The

first question is to determine relative stabilities of the CZTS,

CZTSe, and CZTO materials in the kesterite and stannite

structures. Second, the comparison of the present results with

experiment and with previous computations can provide a

useful assessment of the validity of the computational meth-

ods and physical approximations. Third, the heat of formation

results can be used to estimate the thermodynamic stability

and meta-stability of the various compositions and crystalline

phases relative to various decomposition products.

1. Relative stabilities of the kesterite and stannite
crystal structures

As shown in Tables II and III, the kesterite structure

has the lower energy for all three materials CZTS, CZTSe,

and CZTO compared to the stannite structure. However,

the energy difference between the two structures is very

small—approximately 3 meV per atom—for each of the

S-based, Se-based, and O-based compounds. Previous simu-

lations reported in the literature provided similar

results15–17,19,24 (within a few meV/atom) for CZTS and

CZTSe. Here, we see that CZTO follows this trend as well.

The very small energy difference between the kesterite and

stannite structures indicates that the Cu/Zn disorder may

occur under certain growth conditions, which has been

observed experimentally from neutron diffraction58 and

NMR (Ref. 46) measurements.

TABLE II. Summary of heats of formation results for CZTSO and related materials in units of eV per formula unit. For each formula unit given in the first col-

umn, the space-group symbol and number is listed in the second column. The heat formation DHcal calculated in the present optimization study is given in the

third column. When available, literature values of heats of formation from calculation (DHcal) and experiment (DHexp) are listed in columns of four and five,

respectively. In general, the detailed crystal structures corresponding to the experimental DHexp are not known. Compounds indicated with * were used in fit-

ting the O2 reference energies as explained in the text.

Formula unit Crystal structure DHcal (Present work) DHcal (Literature) DHexp (Literature)

CuO* C2/c (No. 15) �1.645 … �1.630,a �1.617,b �1.677c

Cu2O* Pn�3m (No. 224) �1.756 … �1.747,a �1.769,b �1.795c

ZnO* P63mc (No. 186) �3.410 … �3.633a

SnO* P4/nmn (No. 129) �2.949 … �2.909a

SnO2
* P63mc (No. 186) �5.788 … �5.987a

CuS P63/mmc (No. 194) �0.705 �0.49d …

CuS Cmcm (No. 63) �0.712 … �0.550,a �0.542c

CuS2 Pa�3 (No. 205) �0.874 … …

Cu2S P43212 (No. 96) �0.923 … …

Cu2S P21/c (No. 14) �0.931 �0.52d �0.823,a �0.824c

ZnS F�43m (No. 216) �1.774 �1.75d �1.996,a �2.127c

SnS Pnma (No. 62) �1.072 �1.01,d �1.03e �1.036,a �1.118c

SnS2 P�3m1 (No. 164) �1.320 �1.33,d �1.36e �1.592c

Sn2S3 Pnma (No. 62) �2.353 �2.39e �2.732c

SO3
* Pna21 (No. 33) �5.089 … �4.711a

CuSO4
* Pnma (No. 62) �7.849 … �7.995,a �7.980b

ZnSO4
* Pnma (No. 62) �10.207 … �10.186,a �10.158,b �10.171c

Cu2SnO3 Cc (No. 9) �5.938 … …

Cu2SnS3 Cc (No. 9) �2.680 �2.36d …

KS-Cu2ZnSnS4 I�4 (No. 82) �4.596 �4.21d …

ST-Cu2ZnSnS4 I�42m (No. 121) �4.572 … …

KS-Cu2ZnSnO4 I�4 (No. 82) �9.275 … …

ST-Cu2ZnSnO4 I�42m (No. 121) �9.246 … …

aExperiment from Ref. 53.
bExperiment from Ref. 54.
cExperiment from Ref. 55.
dCalculation from Ref. 26.
eCalculation from Ref. 27.
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2. Comparison of present results to literature values
of heats of formation

In constructing Tables II and III, we first modeled all the

oxides of Cu, Zn, Sn, S, and Se for which heat of formation

data is available in the CRC (Ref. 53) and NIST (Ref. 54)

databases. We also modeled most of the non-metallic binary

compounds of Cu, Zn, and Sn with O, S, and Se that were

listed in the ICSD (Ref. 59) structural database. A few ter-

nary non-metallic compounds were also considered. When

possible we have noted the experimental heat of formation

data for these materials, primarily from the CRC and

NIST.53,54 In addition, the Materials Thermochemistry text55

lists heats of formation, which are generally identical to the

CRC data except where noted separately in Tables II and III.

The uncertainty of the experimental heat of formation data

listed in Ref. 55 is mostly less than 0.02 eV/atom with a few

exceptions such as ZnSe and Sn2S3, which have uncertainties

of 0.05 and 0.04 eV/atom, respectively.

Of the compounds used to set the “standard” energy for

elemental O (indicated with an “*” in Table II), the deviation

between the simulations and experiment is typically

0.2 eV/formula unit or less with the exception of SO3, where

the deviation is 0.4 eV/formula unit. Interestingly, the related

sulfate materials CuSO4 and ZnSO4 have calculated heats of

formation in agreement with the average experimental

results within 0.1 eV/formula unit. The detailed comparison

between the calculations and experiment is made more diffi-

cult by the fact that structural information is rarely recorded

for the experimental heat of formation data. On the other

hand, the calculated lowest energy heats of formation are

typically in good agreement with the experimental

results53–55 and previous calculations.21,26,27,60 The largest

differences between our results and previous calculations26

occur for Cu2S and Cu2Se, where our results indicate larger

magnitudes for heats of formation, in better agreement with

experimental values.

Even though it is beyond the scope of the present work,

to make a complete survey of all compounds of Cu, Zn, Sn,

S, Se, and O, the results presented in Tables II and III show

some interesting trends. For example, we find the ground

state structures of CuS and CuSe to have Cmcm symmetry.

Low temperature structural studies of these materials find

this structure to be only stable at low temperature (around

55 K).61 For CuS2, the ground state structure has the symme-

try Pa�3, while the corresponding CuSe2 material has slightly

higher energy than the Pnnm structure. For Cu2S, of the two

structures we considered, the lower energy structure has

P21/c symmetry, while crystals in the P43212 structure have

0.008 eV higher energy. We did not consider the more com-

plicated cubic structures of this compound.62 For the corre-

sponding Cu2Se materials, the ground state structure is

computed to have P43212 symmetry and the P21/c structure

is computed to have nearly the same energy (0.002 eV

higher). In fact, the P43212 structure for Cu2Se, based on the

Cu2S analog, is not reported in ICSD,59 while our calcula-

tions suggest that it is at least meta-stable.

3. Predictions of relative stability and possible
reactions

From the values of the heats of formation shown in

Tables II and III, it is possible to predict synthesis and

decomposition processes for the CZTS family. Table IV lists

some of the possible synthesis processes for CZTS, CZTSe,

and CZTO. In calculating the reaction energies DHR
cal, the

lowest calculated energy structures given in Tables II and III

were used except for CuS, CuSe, and Cu2Se. For CuS and

TABLE III. Summary of heats of formation results for CZTSe and related

materials in units of eV per formula unit. For each formula unit given in the

first column, the space-group symbol and number is listed in the second col-

umn. The heat formation DH is given in the third column, comparing the

results of the present optimization study with literature and experimental

values when available. In general, the detailed crystal structures correspond-

ing to the experimental DHexp are not known.

Formula unit Crystal structure DH

Se P21/c (No. 14) �0.070,a �0.069b

CuSe Cmcm (No. 63) �0.490,a �0.409,b �0.433c

CuSe P63/mmc (No. 194) �0.466,a �0.30d

CuSe2 Pnnm (No. 58) �0.617a

CuSe2 Pa�3 (No. 205) �0.615a

Cu2Se F�43m (No. 216) �0.446a

Cu2Se P43212 (No. 96) �0.612a

Cu2Se P21/c (No. 14) �0.610,a �0.24,d �0.677c

Cu3Se2 P�421m (No. 113) �1.422a

ZnSe F�43m (No. 216) �1.469,a �1.45,d �1.689b �1.691c

ZnSe P63mc (No. 186) �1.463a

SnSe Pnma (No. 62) �0.911a

SnSe Fm�3m (No. 225) �0.901,a �0.90d

SnSe Cmcm (No. 63) �0.899a

SnSe2 P�3m1 (No. 164) �1.032,a �1.04,d �1.105,e �1.29c

CuSeO3 P�1 (No. 2) �4.610a

ZnSeO3 Pbca (No. 61) �6.869,a �6.761c

Sn(SeO3)2 Pa�3 (No. 205) �11.679a

Cu2SnSe3 Cc (No. 9) �2.116,a �1.80,d �1.760e

KS-Cu2ZnSnSe4 I�4 (No. 82) �3.648,a �3.31,d �3.236e

ST-Cu2ZnSnSe4 I�42m (No. 121) �3.621a

aPresent work.
bExperiment from Ref. 53.
cExperiment from Ref. 55.
dCalculation from Ref. 28.
eCalculation from Ref. 21.

TABLE IV. Possible synthesis reactions for the CZTS family of compounds

based on Tables II and III. All values of DHR
cal are given in units of

eV/reaction.

Starting materials Product DHR
cal

Cu2S þ ZnS þ SnS2 Cu2ZnSnS4 �0.573

2CuS þ ZnS þ SnS Cu2ZnSnS4 �0.326

Cu2SnS3 þ ZnS Cu2ZnSnS4 �0.142

Cu2Se þ ZnSe þ SnSe2 Cu2ZnSnSe4 �0.536

2CuSe þ ZnSe þ SnSe Cu2ZnSnSe4 �0.288

Cu2SnSe3 þ ZnSe Cu2ZnSnSe4 �0.063

Cu2O þ ZnO þ SnO2 Cu2ZnSnO4 1.679

2CuO þ ZnO þ SnO Cu2ZnSnO4 0.374

Cu2SnO3 þ ZnO Cu2ZnSnO4 0.073
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CuSe, the hexagonal P63/mmc form was chosen and for

Cu2Se, the P21/c structure was used.

Although the ground state simulations give no informa-

tion about possible reaction barriers, the values of DHR
cal esti-

mate the net heat released (DHR
cal < 0) or absorbed

(DHR
cal > 0) in the reaction. This suggests that exothermic

reactions (DHR
cal < 0) are more likely to occur than the endo-

thermic reactions. Here, Table IV indicates that CZTS can

be synthesized through solid state reaction techniques using

Cu2S, ZnS, SnS2, or CuS, ZnS, SnS, or ZnS, Cu2SnS3 as

starting materials. Actually, these synthesis reactions were

studied by Schorr et al.63 using in-situ X-ray analysis and all

three reactions were successful in producing KS-CZTS. Our

results shown in Table IV predict that CZTSe will behave in

a similar manner.

By contrast, the positive value of DHR
cal for CZTO listed

in Table IV, implies that solid state synthesis methods using

binary or ternary oxide starting materials would require sig-

nificant heating. The fabrication of pure CZTO has been

reported,13 by means of an open atmosphere type chemical

vapor deposition procedure using the mixture of reactant

vapors Cu(C5H7O2)2, Zn(C5H7O2)2, and Sn(C5H7O2)2. In

fact, the large positive value of DHR
cal implies that CZTO is

not stable relative to its binary constituents. However, the

observation of pure CZTO by Washio et al.13 and others, is

consistent with our simulations of ideal metastable crystals

of the material.

Besides the studying of stoichiometric CZTS family, the

effects of excess Cu, Zn, or Sn on the reactions were

explored, as listed in Table V. All the exothermic reactions

shown in Table V reveal that decomposition of CZTS and

CZTSe could be triggered in the presence of excess Cu, Zn,

or Sn, with the largest exothermic effect occurring for Zn.

Some of these reactions have been investigated in the study

of thin film growth using controlled layers of metallic

precursors.64

Moreover, several authors18,26,28,65 have considered

heats of formation data such as that given in Tables II and III

to determine the phase stability of CZTS and CZTSe in

terms of the elemental chemical potentials lCu, lZn, lSn, lS,

and lSe. Here, the chemical potentials are referenced to the

standard elemental states as described in Sec. III B. From a

number of constraints and inequalities, it is possible to esti-

mate the “volume” in chemical potential space representing

the region of pure CZTS or CZTSe. For example, the con-

straints and inequalities for CZTS are

2lCu þ lZn þ lSn þ 4lS ¼ DHcalðCZTSÞ
lCu þ lS < DHcalðCuSÞ

2lCu þ lS < DHcalðCu2SÞ
lZn þ lS < DHcalðZnSÞ

lSn þ 2lS < DHcalðSnS2Þ
2lCu þ lSn þ 3lS < DHcalðCu2SnS3Þ

lCu < 0

lZn < 0

lSn < 0

lS < 0:

(1)

It is convenient to assume that lS is determined in terms of

the other chemical potentials by the constraint relation in

Eq. (1). Then, the full constraint and inequality relations of

Eq. (1) determine a volume in lCu, lZn, and lSn chemical

potential space, which represents the region where CZTS is

stable compared with formation of binary and ternary com-

pounds of Cu, Zn, Sn, and S. A visualization of the volumet-

ric stability region is presented in Appendix A. This

thermodynamic stability analysis suggests that the main sec-

ondary impure phases that limit the formation of pure CZTS

are ZnS, CuS, SnS, and Cu2SnS3, which is in agreement with

the work of Walsh et al.26 To see these results more clearly,

we can project the results onto the lCu axis as shown in

Fig. 1. The figure also includes results for CZTSe analyzed

in the same way. It is worth mentioning that Cu3Se2 could

affect the stability volume of CZTSe, however, under typical

synthesis conditions, the temperatures higher than 315 �C are

used so that Cu3Se2 transforms to Cu2Se.66 Therefore, the

effect of Cu3Se2 is ignored here. From Fig. 1, it is apparent

that the existence region of single phase CZTSe is smaller

than that of CZTS, suggesting that the synthesis of pure

CZTSe is more difficult than pure CZTS. Interestingly, a

similar phase analysis for CZTO finds no regions of stability.

This further suggests the difficulty of producing CZTO with

the use of binary and ternary oxides of Cu, Zn, and Sn.

TABLE V. Possible decomposition reactions for the CZTS family of com-

pounds based on Tables II and III. All values of DHR
cal are given in units of

eV/reaction.

Starting materials Product DHR
cal

Cu2ZnSnS4 þ 2Cu 2Cu2S þ ZnS þ SnS �0.112

Cu2ZnSnS4 þ Zn Cu2S þ 2ZnS þ SnS �0.955

Cu2ZnSnS4 þ Sn Cu2S þ ZnS þ 2SnS �0.253

Cu2ZnSnSe4 þ 2Cu 2Cu2Se þ ZnSe þ SnSe �0.048

Cu2ZnSnSe4 þ Zn Cu2Se þ 2ZnSe þ SnSe �0.811

Cu2ZnSnSe4 þ Sn Cu2Se þ ZnSe þ 2SnSe �0.253

FIG. 1. Plot of lCu versus area in the lZn-lSn plane defining the regions of

stability of CZTS and CZTSe, comparing the results of the present work (a)

to those of Refs. 26 (b) and 28 (c).
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Because of the slightly different heats of formation

calculated in our results (particularly for Cu2S and Cu2Se)

compared with that reported in Refs. 26 and 28, the com-

puted stability volumes in chemical potential space are not

identical as shown in Figs. 1 and 9 of Appendix A. We see

that the difference between our results with that of the previ-

ous literature mainly occurs for lCu close to zero, which cor-

responds to Cu in its elemental ground state.

The significance of plot in Fig. 1 is that, for values of

lCu with non-zero stability areas, it is expected that the for-

mation of pure CZTS or CZTSe is possible. Unfortunately,

apart from correlating lCu¼ 0 with Cu in its elemental

ground state, it is difficult to directly know and control the

value of lCu. However, we can say that the values of lCu cor-

responding compounds of Cu and S or Se listed in Table IV

represent values inside the stability region, while lCu corre-

sponding to the combination of elemental Cu and com-

pounds of Cu and S or Se listed in Table V represent values

outside the stability region.

C. Simulations of oxidation and selenization of CZTS

In order to perform the alloy simulations, supercell

techniques were used. The main “supercell” considered

was the conventional unit cell containing 16 atoms

including 8 equivalent S positions. For these calculations,

the k-point sampling of 8� 8� 4 was used. The energy

convergence was checked with equivalent calculations

using the primitive cells containing 8 atoms, and super-

cells containing 64 and 128 atoms. For the conventional

and supercell simulations, the lattice optimizations were

constrained to maintain orthorhombic symmetry, but the a
and b lattice parameters were allowed to differ. The cal-

culated energy difference between equivalent primitive

and conventional cell results is less than 0.006 eV/formula

unit. Between equivalent 16 atom conventional cell and

128 atom supercell results, the difference is less than

0.002 eV/formula unit.

For the study of the Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x and Cu2ZnSnSx

Se4�x alloy systems, we focussed our attention on the kester-

ite (I�4) structure and assumed the kesterite arrangements of

the Cu, Zn, and Sn sites, with substitutions on the S sites. A

systematic approach was used in order to scan the possible

alloy configurations of the system within the conventional

unit cell, using translation and point group symmetries to

find the unique configurations. Similar methods for studying

disordered systems have been described in the literature.67 In

our systems, there are eight sulfur sites in the conventional

unit cell substituted by 2x alloy atoms with a total of

28¼ 256 configurations. For the given values of x¼ 0, 0.5, 1,

1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, the number of configurations are given

by the binomial coefficients
8

2x

� �
¼ 1; 8; 28; 56; 70;

56; 28; 8; 1, respectively. However, because the eight sulfur

sites (8g in the Wyckoff designation45) are related by 8 space

group symmetries in addition to the crystal periodicity, the

number of physically unique configurations is considerably

fewer. For example, four equivalent configurations of

Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x are illustrated for x¼ 2 in Fig. 2; the

equivalence of these configurations is due to translations of

the simulation cell along the c axis. Using the full symmetry

analysis for these systems, the number of unique alloy con-

figurations for this system is reduced to 1, 1, 5, 5, 10, 5, 5, 1,

1 for the 9 values of x. The numerical accuracy of the sym-

metry equivalence was checked for a number of cases, find-

ing errors smaller than 0.001 eV/atom.

1. Energies and lattice parameters of optimized alloy
configurations

The results of the alloy optimizations are summarized in

Appendix B in Table VI for the CZTSO systems and in

Table VII for the CZTSSe systems. From these tables, it is

apparent that O causes significant tetrahedral distortion with

jai � bij values as large as 0.2 Å. In addition, for some values

of x (such as x¼ 2), there is a significant range of the forma-

tion energies, with DHi(x) values differing by as much as

0.2 eV. [To simplify the notation in this section, the subscript

“cal” is omitted.] By contrast, for the Se alloys, the lattice

distortion and variation in the heats of formation are 10 times

smaller.

In order to relate the computed alloy sampling to experi-

mental measurements, it is necessary to evaluate appropriate

average quantities. For our simulations, statistical mechani-

cal considerations based on the temperature of the material

and the Boltzmann distribution are used to determine the

probability factor pi(x) for each unique simulation configura-

tion i. The average value of a quantity vi(x) (such as lattice

parameter, heat of formation, etc.) can then be computed

from an expression of the form

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of some equivalent configurations for a

Cu2ZnSnS2O2 alloy. The open circles represent the fixed positions of the

Cu, Zn, and Sn ions, while the dark (red) and light (yellow) filled circles rep-

resent S or O positions. The vertical direction of the figure shows the c axis

of the crystal, while the a and b are schematically shown along the horizon-

tal direction of the drawing. Drawing (a) shows two unit cells of a particular

configuration, periodically repeated along the c axis. Drawings ((b)–(e))

show single unit cells of equivalent configurations generated by origin shifts

along the c axis.
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hvðxÞiT ¼
X

i

piðxÞviðxÞ; where

piðxÞ ¼
gie
�DHiðxÞ=kTX

j

gje�DHjðxÞ=kT
:

(2)

In Eq. (2), the summations over i and j include all unique con-

figurations consistent with the given value of x. The notation

gi represents the multiplicity factor, k denotes the Boltzmann

constant, and T denotes the temperature in degrees K.

Because of the significant range in the heats of forma-

tion for the CZTSO alloys, the average quantities show a

non-trivial temperature dependence compared with those of

the CZTSSe alloys. When appropriate, we evaluated the

averages for temperatures T¼ 300 K, 800 K, and1.

Figure 3 shows the calculated optimized lattice parame-

ters (aþ b)/2 and c as a function of S concentration for

kesterite-based CZTSO alloys. For a given value of x, the

range of the lattice parameters for the various alloy configu-

rations is considerable, particularly for x¼ 2. Interestingly,

the range of the energies DHi for these configurations as

shown in Table VI are considerably larger than kT, so that

the average lattice parameters at T¼ 300 K are measurably

different from those at T¼1.

Both experimental68,69 and computational24,25 work on

the CZTSSe alloy system have been reported. The results of

the present study are shown in Fig. 4 in terms of the

weighted average of (aþ b)/2 and c for each unique alloy

configuration. In this case, the range of DHi is small enough

that there is negligible temperature effect on the averaging.

Within the expected 2% underestimation of the lattice

constants, the calculated results agree well with the experi-

mentally measured values68,69 indicated on the plot. Our cal-

culated results are also in good agreement with the

simulations of Camps et al.,25 who used similar computa-

tional methods with 64 atom supercells and random sam-

pling techniques to investigate alloy configurations.

The energy analysis results can be used to estimate vari-

ous alloy reactions. One possible method of forming the

alloy systems is through substitution reactions, which for the

CZTSO system takes the form

R1 : Cu2ZnSnS4 þ 4� xð Þ 1
2

O2

! Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x þ 4� xð ÞS: (3)

We considered this reaction in several different ways. First, the

substituting elements (S and O) were assumed to participate in

their ground states. For the CZTSO system, the corresponding

net reaction energy denoted DHR1(x) can be estimated from

the difference in the heats of formation DHR1ðxÞ
� DHðCu2ZnSnSxO4�xÞ � DHðCu2ZnSnS4Þ. A more physi-

cal estimate of the relevant substitution reaction for the

CZTSO alloys might involve the formation of SO2 gas

R2 : Cu2ZnSnS4 þ 4� xð Þð1þ 1

2
ÞO2

! Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x þ 4� xð ÞSO2: (4)

The reaction energy DHR2(x) for Eq. (4) can be estimated

using DHR2ðxÞ � DHR1ðxÞ þ DHðSO2Þ, where DH(SO2)

denotes the heat of formation of the SO2 gas, which is exper-

imentally measured to be �3.08 eV according to Ref. 55.

For the CZTSSe system, the substitution reaction is

given by

R3 : Cu2ZnSnS4 þ 4� xð ÞSe

! Cu2ZnSnSxSe4�x þ 4� xð ÞS: (5)

The net reaction energy DHR3(x) can be estimated from the

difference in the heats of formation DHR3ðxÞ � DH
ðCu2ZnSnSxSe4�xÞ � DHðCu2ZnSnS4Þ. Instead of S and Se

in their ground states, the reaction energy of this system

denoted by DHR4(x) for the high temperature formation of

CZTSSe alloys should include the atomization energies for S

and Se. The experimental values of atomization energies for

FIG. 3. The calculated lattice parameters (aþ b)/2 and c as a function of x
indicating the concentration of sulfur for Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x. The solid lines

indicate the average values evaluated using Eq. (2) for temperatures

T¼ 300 K, 800 K, and1. The separate symbols indicate the individual val-

ues, each unique configuration i in the simulation.

FIG. 4. The calculated lattice parameters (aþ b)/2 and c as a function of x
indicating the concentration of sulfur for kesterite-based CZTSSe alloys

compared with experimental data from Refs. 68 (a) and 69 (b).
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S and Se are 2.87 eV and 2.44 eV, respectively.55 An even

more physical estimate of the reaction might involve the

formation of Sn and Sen (0� n� 8) molecules in gaseous

form, which could significantly lower the reaction energy.

This more complicated reaction system needs further

consideration.

The averaged reaction energies for R1, R2, R3, and R4

are plotted as a function of the S concentration parameter x
in Fig. 5. Interestingly, the two estimates of the reactions

involving oxygen substituting for S (DHR1 and DHR2) are

predicted to be very exothermic. This suggests that with

exposure to oxygen, the incorporation of oxygen in the

CZTS lattice is very likely to occur. Figure 5 also explains

the results of Washio et al., who reported that in order to pro-

duce CZTSO by sulfurization of CZTO, it is necessary to use

temperatures as high as 520–560 �C and reaction times of

approximately 3 h. On the other hand, the reactions involv-

ing Se substituting for S (DHR3 and DHR4) are predicted to

be endothermic, indicating that selenization of pure CZTS

can only be accomplished with high temperature, which has

been shown in experiment.2,70 Therefore, from Figs. 1 and 5,

our analysis suggests that it is easier to synthesize pure

CZTS than CZTSe, while the formation of the alloy CZTSSe

is more easily accomplished by the sulfurization of CZTSe

than by the selenization of CZTS.

Another aspect of the results is the analysis of the alloy

formation reactions analogous to those discussed for the pure

materials in Table IV. In this case, we consider the most exo-

thermic reactions from Table IV for possible synthesis of

CZTSO and CZTSSe alloys.

R5 :
x

4
Cu2SþZnSþSnS2ð Þþ 1� x

4

� �
Cu2OþZnOþSnO2ð Þ

!Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x; (6)

R6 :
x

4
Cu2SþZnSþSnS2ð Þþ 1�x

4

� �
Cu2SeþZnSeþSnSe2ð Þ

!Cu2ZnSnSxSe4�x: (7)

Using the sign convention presented in Sec. III B 3, neg-

ative values of the net reaction energies imply that the crys-

talline alloy is more stable than its binary constituents, while

positive values imply the opposite. A plot of DHR5(x) and

DHR6(x) is given in Fig. 6. We see that the Cu2ZnSnSxSe4�x

alloys are computed to be stable throughout the full range of

x. These results suggest that reaction R6 may be a useful

method of producing CZTSSe alloys, allowing better control

of the S/Se ratio than reaction R3. On the other hand, the

Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x alloys are computed to be unstable with

respect to decomposition into the binary oxides and sulfides

for 0� x� 3.3. There is not very much quantitative evidence

of CZTSO or its decomposition products reported in the lit-

erature. However, Schurr et al.71 observed X-ray diffraction

patterns of CuO and SnO2 in some of their synthesized sam-

ples of CZTS.

2. Analysis of alloy configurations

In principle, the simulations are able to balance the com-

peting physical effects such as atomic hybridization, crystal

field splitting, polarization of charge, lattice strains, etc., in

order to determine the lowest energy structures. Examination

of the optimized geometries resulting from the calculations

can provide information on which of the physical effects are

important for our system. Figure 7 shows three of the config-

urations of the x¼ 2 case. The lowest energy structure has

alternating S and O sites in the a–b planes, while the highest

energy structures have a–b planes of S sites and others of O

sites. It is apparent that the alternation of short and long

bonds to the Cu, Zn, and Sn ions causes significant distortion

from ideal tetrahedral bonding. The energy difference

between the lowest energy configuration (Fig. 7(b)) and

highest energy configuration (Fig. 7(d)) is 0.2 eV. Also

shown (Fig. 7(c)) is an intermediate energy configuration,

which maintains the tetragonal symmetry of the lattice

(ai¼ bi) and accommodates some layers of pure MS4 tetrahe-

dra and others of pure MO4 tetrahedra for M¼Cu and Sn.

FIG. 5. Calculated reaction energies DHR1(x), DHR2(x), DHR2(x), and DHR4(x)

averaged over all alloy configurations and plotted as a functions of x.

FIG. 6. Reaction energies for formation of CZTSO (reaction R5) and forma-

tion of CZTSSe (reaction R6). Solid line shows weighted averages of unique

configuration results, which are also indicated using separate symbols. Insert

shows energies for R6 on an expanded scale.
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Figure 8 shows the lowest and highest energy configurations

of the x¼ 1.5 case. The highest energy structure in this case

shares structural similarity with that of the x¼ 2 case in that

both are characterized with the segregation of S and O in dif-

ferent a–b layers. The energy difference between the highest

and lowest energy structures of the x¼ 1.5 system is 0.1 eV.

For the CZTSSe alloys, our results show the optimal

geometries to be very similar to those of the CZTSO alloys,

although the tetrahedral bond distortions are much smaller.

Correspondingly, the energy difference between the highest

and lowest energy configurations of the CZTSSe alloys is

smaller by a factor of 1/8 or less compared with the CZTSO

alloys. While the energy range of CZTSSe configurations is

small and, in some cases, within the calculational error, the

results show a correspondence with the configurations found

in the CZTSO simulations. For x¼ 2, for example, the lowest

and highest energy CZTSSe configurations are similar to the

geometries shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(d), respectively. These

results are consistent with the work of Khare et al.,24 who

performed similar simulations based on primitive cell lattices

of CZTSSe alloys. These authors used the convenient

nomenclature of “uniform” distribution for the configuration

of Fig. 7(b) and “layered” distribution of Fig. 7(d). While the

simulations determine the energetic preference of the

“uniform” distribution of Se substitutions in the CZTSSe

alloys, the fact that for a given value of x, the energy range

between configurations is within kT. This suggests that under

experimental conditions, the CZTSSe alloys are likely to

formed with equal likelihood of each microscopic configura-

tion, resulting in a homogeneous distribution of Se in the

macroscopic systems.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have explored the detailed properties of

kesterite structures of Cu2ZnSnO4 and of the alloy system

Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x. Together with a brief study of the corre-

sponding stannite structures and a parallel study of Cu2ZnSnS4

and of the alloy system Cu2ZnSnSxSe4�x, we can draw the fol-

lowing conclusions:

(1) Using a variety of supercells, our computer simulations

show that Cu2ZnSnO4 and of the alloy system

Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x have well-defined structures, which are

stable or at least meta-stable. A systematic scan of possi-

ble alloy configurations for each given value of x in the

Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x alloys shows a significant range in pre-

dicted lattice constants (0.1 Å for a and 0.2 Å for c) and

in their corresponding heats of formation (0.2 eV).

(2) In considering the heats of formation of the Cu2ZnSnSx

O4�x alloys in comparison with respect pure Cu2ZnSnS4,

we find that with exposure to oxygen, oxygen incorpora-

tion in the CZTS lattice is very likely to occur.

(3) In considering the heats of formation of the Cu2ZnSn

SxO4�x alloys in relationship with binary or ternary

oxides and sulfides, we find that the alloys are only stable

with respect to decomposition into the binary oxides and

sulfides for the small range of 3.3< x< 4.0.

FIG. 7. Ball and stick diagram of the primitive simulation cell for CZTSO

alloys with x¼ 2 showing 3 of the 10 unique configurations. (a) Ball conven-

tion and the orientation of the simulation cell. (b) Structure of lowest energy

configuration with DHi¼�6.70 eV. (c) A high symmetry configuration with

DHi¼�6.58 eV. (d) Structure of the highest energy configuration with

DHi¼�6.47 eV.

FIG. 8. Ball and stick diagram of primitive simulation cell configurations of

CZTSO system with x¼ 1.5 showing 2 of the 5 unique configurations using

the same conventions as Fig. 7. (a) Structure of the lowest energy configura-

tion with DHi¼�7.28 eV. (b) Structure of the highest energy configuration

with DHi¼�7.17 eV.
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(4) We have studied possible synthesis reactions for CZTS

and CZTSe as listed in Table IV, finding that solid state

reactions using binary and ternary sulfides and selenides

can form CZTS and CZTSe with a net release of energy.

We also studied possible decomposition reactions of

CZTS and CZTSe as listed in Table V, finding that

excess Cu, Zn, or Sn can cause decomposition into bi-

nary compounds, with Zn releasing the largest energy.

(5) For the CZTSSe alloys, the range of heats of formation

DHi(x) was found to be 0.04 eV or less, suggesting that at

room temperature, the alloys have random distributions

of Se substitutions on S sites. By contrast, the CZTSO

alloys have preferred configurations in which O sites are

not concentrated in any a–b plane as shown in Fig. 7.

(6) For the synthesis of CZTSSe alloys, the heat of forma-

tion results and reaction R3 show that it is energetically

more favorable to sulfurize CZTSe than to selenize

CZTS. On the other hand, the phase diagram results

shown in Fig. 1 indicate that it is easier to synthesize

CZTS than CZTSe.

With the computational result which predicts that oxy-

gen incorporation in the CZTS lattice is very likely to occur,

it is interesting that direct experimental evidence of crystal-

line CZTSO alloys has not appeared in the literature (such as

the identification of distinct X-ray patterns). Whether this is

because the X-ray patterns might be very broad due to the

large range of structural forms for each stoichiometry, or

whether the CZTSO alloys are likely to decompose into the

binary and ternary oxides and sulfides, producing even more

broad X-ray patterns, remain a question for further work.

Together with the recent experimental studies of oxygen in

the CZTS system by Washio et al.,13 our work encourages

additional study of the CZTSO system.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF CHEMICAL POTENTIAL
STABILITY ANALYSIS

In Sec. III B 3, we discussed the range of phase stability

of CZTS and CZTSe in terms of the elemental chemical

potentials following the work of previous authors.18,26,28,65

This type of analysis provides information about the

FIG. 9. Mathematica visualization of the volumes in lCu, lZn, lSn chemical

potential space, which satisfies the constraints and inequalities of Eq. (1).

Volumes (a) for CZTS and (c) for CZTSe were constructed from values of

DHcal determined in this work (Tables II and III). Volumes (b) for CZTS

and (d) for CZTSe were constructed from values of DHcal determined from

Refs. 26 and 28.

TABLE VI. Calculated lattice parameters and heats of formation for KS-

Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x alloys for each value of x and unique configuration i. The

number of equivalent configurations gi (of the 256 total) is listed in the sec-

ond column. The heat of formation DHi(x) (in eV/formula unit) is listed in

the column of three. The optimized lattice constants (ai, bi, and ci (Å units)

are given in various combinations in the last three columns.

x gi DHi (aiþ bi)/2 jai � bij ci/(aiþ bi)

0.0 1 �9.28 4.64 0.00 0.989

0.5 8 �8.63 4.71 0.14 0.991

1.0 4 �7.80 4.88 0.21 0.945

1.0 4 �7.94 4.78 0.09 1.002

1.0 8 �7.95 4.77 0.07 1.003

1.0 8 �7.95 4.77 0.07 1.003

1.0 4 �7.96 4.75 0.08 1.010

1.5 8 �7.17 4.87 0.04 0.991

1.5 16 �7.22 4.92 0.01 0.967

1.5 8 �7.25 4.85 0.04 1.010

1.5 8 �7.26 4.85 0.10 1.012

1.5 16 �7.28 4.84 0.10 1.016

2.0 2 �6.47 5.02 0.07 0.966

2.0 2 �6.53 4.94 0.23 1.013

2.0 2 �6.53 4.94 0.23 1.013

2.0 16 �6.58 4.98 0.03 0.989

2.0 4 �6.58 5.08 0.00 0.938

2.0 16 �6.59 4.98 0.07 0.988

2.0 8 �6.60 4.98 0.03 0.987

2.0 8 �6.61 4.92 0.02 1.022

2.0 8 �6.65 4.99 0.08 0.980

2.0 4 �6.70 4.91 0.02 1.028

2.5 8 �5.94 5.05 0.09 1.001

2.5 8 �5.94 5.05 0.15 1.000

2.5 8 �5.95 5.09 0.02 0.980

2.5 16 �6.03 5.11 0.05 0.963

2.5 16 �6.06 5.05 0.01 1.003

3.0 4 �5.37 5.15 0.01 1.000

3.0 8 �5.47 5.16 0.07 0.991

3.0 8 �5.47 5.16 0.07 0.990

3.0 4 �5.48 5.21 0.03 0.964

3.0 4 �5.52 5.14 0.01 0.999

3.5 8 �5.00 5.25 0.00 0.994

4.0 1 �4.59 5.33 0.00 1.000
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synthesis of pure CZTS and CZTSe in competition with sec-

ondary phases of binary and ternary compounds. Figure 9

was constructed using Mathematica and the set of constraints

and inequalities given in Eq. (1) to visualize the stable vol-

umes of the quaternary compounds in chemical potential

space. From this volumetric analysis, we constructed Figure

1 by calculating cross-sectional areas in chemical potential

space along the lCu axis. Because the analysis is sensitive to

small differences in the calculated heats of formation, the

resulting volumes of stability for CZTS and CZTSe deter-

mined in the present work is slightly different from that of

the previous work,26,28 especially when lCu is close to zero.

APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF CZTSO AND CZTSSE
ALLOY RESULTS

The tables below list the optimized lattice parameters

and heats of formation for the Cu2ZnSnSxO4�x and

Cu2ZnSnSxSe4�x discussed in Sec. III C 1. For each value of

x, the results are listed in order of increasing values of DHi
cal.
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